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ESTERHAZY
Where tradition treads a modern path

For over four centuries, the name Esterházy has 
been synonymous with innovation, a passion for 
collecting, and patronage of the fine arts. Grand 
parties, celebrated concerts and the works of 
renowned artists have put the Esterházy dynasty 
in the international spotlight. Monuments such 
as Esterházy Palace in Eisenstadt, Forchtenstein 
Castle, Lackenbach Palace, and the quarry at
St. Margarethen are testimony to the princely 
family’s enduring presence.

Uniting art, culture and commercial enterprise 

As of 1994, Melinda Esterházy established 
foundations to ensure that the historic legacy of 
appreciation for culture and the arts as well as 
openness to innovation would live on in the 21st 
century. This maintenance of cherished traditions 
has served as a catalyst for art, culture, and the 
economy in the Pannonian region. Esterhazy invites 
you to experience this rich connection with all your 
senses!

Esterhazy forges a bridge from its 

lively past to a forward-looking 

present: contemporary interventions 

in centuries-old walls, classical 

performances in historical settings, 

and works by world-famous artists.
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Haydn Hall
The Haydn Hall in the Esterházy 
Palace is a rare jewel among concert 
halls. Known worldwide for its superb 
acoustics, it joins courtly splendour 
with enjoyment of music and culture.

7000 Eisenstadt
esterhazy.at/haydnsaal

7091 Breitenbrunn
seebad-breitenbrunn.com

       OPERA 2023: CARMEN
Bizet’s Carmen is coming to the 
spectacular open-air stage at the 
St. Margarethen quarry in 2023.

7062 St. Margarethen
operimsteinbruch.atp. 30

TOP TIPS

Lake Resort at Breitenbrunn
Take a quick break or enjoy an 
entire day at the lake – the ideal 
site for recreation and relaxation. 

KIDS Events 
Our exciting yet informative events 
for families and kids of every age: 
from the fairy kingdom to dragon 
hunts.

esterhazy.at/kids
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7322 Lackenbach
esterhazy.at/natur-auf-der-spur

Esterhazy Winery 
Esterhazy Winery unites centuries-
old viticulture tradition with 
present-day winemaking and modern 
architecture. 

7061 Trausdorf
esterhazywein.at

Whether exhibitions, concerts, or programmes for 
the entire family – the Esterhazy locations offer 
cultural enjoyment and variety all year round.

Draisienne Tour with Stop at 
Lackenbach Palace
Fun for the whole family: first a bit 
of pedal pushing, then a visit to the 
exhibition “On Nature’s Trail”! 

Summer Market 
Enjoy a Wulka valley sunset. Explore 
local arts & crafts. Snack on regional 
specialities while relaxing to a cool 
DJ groove – all at the 2023 Summer 
Market.

7212 Forchtenstein
esterhazy.at/sommermarkt

HERBSTGOLD Festival 
In September, the crème de la crème 
of arts and music will gather round 
star violinist Julian Rachlin for an 
international festival in a class of its 
own. 

7000 Eisenstadt
herbstgold.at
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For centuries, the striking and stately Esterházy 
Palace has been the cultural heart of Eisenstadt 
– and so much more. Where Joseph Haydn was 
once employed and the Viennese Classic born, it 
has long been the setting for splendid concerts and 
sumptuous parties. Today the Palace also beckons 
as a museum and location for modern events.  

Opening hours

exhibitions

April–June &
September–October
Tuesday–Sunday and public 
holidays 10 am–5 pm

July–August
Open daily 10 am–6 pm

January–March &
November–December* 
Saturday, Sunday and public 
holidays 10 am–5 pm 
Viewings from Tuesday-Friday 
take place only in the course of a 
Winter Tour

Opening hours

ticket shop &

Palace Boutique

January–June &
September–December
Daily 9 am–5 pm

July–August
Daily 9 am–6 pm

24 December
9 am–12.30 pm

25 & 26 December
Closed

1 January 2024
11 am –5 pm

ESTERHÁZY PALACE 
Residence and cultural site for
several centuries
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Adults € 19.00

Concession € 15.00

Families € 39.00

Palace-Ticket
without guided tour/ 
Winter Tours*

Adults € 22.00

Concession € 18.00

Families € 45.00

Palace-Ticket
with guided tour

Explore the rare objects of the Esterházy collections 
in a unique and historical ambience. 

ESTERHÁZY PALACE 
Residence and cultural site for
several centuries

*The Palace-Ticket includes all exhibitions at the Palace (excl. „Schewa Kehilot“).

** For Palace-Ticket holders

Tours: 
April–October  
German: 10 am, 12.00 am, 2 pm, 4 pm
Hungarian: 11 am, 3 pm 
English: 1 pm

November–March
Winter Tours: Tuesday-Friday 11 am, 1 pm, 3 pm
as well as Saturday, Sunday and public holidays
German: 10 am, 12.00 noon, 2 pm, 4 pm 
Hungarian: 11.00 am, 3 pm
English: 1 pm

TIP: Discover exclusive areas by taking a guided tour!

Adults € 10,00

Concession €   8,00

Families € 21,00

As extra ticket** €   3,00

Tickets exhibition
Schewa Kehilot
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ESTERHÁZY PALACE 
EXHIBITIONS 

PALACE-TICKET 

Our Palace-Ticket opens the 
door to several exhibitions: “The 
Apartment of the Princess” and 
“Highlights of Esterházy Palace” 
offer insights into aristocratic 
life and a tour of the renowned 
Haydn Hall. Two exceptional 
personalities are featured in the 
exhibitions “Haydn Explosive” 
and “Melinda Esterházy”, and 
the historical Palace cellar is 
home to Austria’s largest mu-
seum of wine and winemaking. 
The exhibition “Schewa Kehilot” 
may be visited with an extra 
ticket.
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PALACE-TICKET WITH 
GUIDED TOUR  

Take a guided tour to encounter 
princesses and emperors, and 
go behind the scenes to view 
intimate spaces like the boudoir, 
the private room of the lady-
in-waiting, and the servants’ 
quarters on the mezzanine. One 
highlight found on the ground 
floor, and which may only be 
visited on a guided tour, is the 
17th-century Baroque palace 
chapel, where Joseph Haydn 
later played the organ.
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ESTERHÁZY PALACE 
EXHIBITIONS

MELINDA ESTERHÁZY
An exhibition in five acts 
The exhibition “Life has given me so 
much” depicts the life and legacy 
of an exceptional woman, Melinda 
Esterházy. Touching artefacts and 
documents as well as rare film foot-
age reveal a personality who showed 
great strength on stage and reserve in 
her personal life. As in a theatre play, 
the exhibition guides the visitor in 
five acts through the lives of the last 
princely couple. 
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HAYDN EXPLOSIVE
A modern interpretation of classicism 
The Sala Terrena is dedicated to the composer who once 
conquered the music world from the Esterhaza Palace in 
Eisenstadt: Joseph Haydn, who served the Esterházy princes 
for around 40 years. 

The refreshing exhibition 
“Haydn explosive. Music 
from revolutionary times” 
reveals new perspectives 
on Haydn’s work and the 
courtly surroundings. 
Historical objects and 
contemporary art merge to 
become an experience for 
both eyes and ears.
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ESTERHÁZY PALACE
EXHIBITIONS 

WINE MUSEUM
Historical cellar
The Esterházy dynasty and 
wine share a long history. 
One of Austria’s largest 
wine museums may now be 
found where wines were 
once stocked for the princely 
gentlemen of the house. The 
adjoining Palace kitchen also 
served delectable dishes to the 
princely banquet table. This 
historical museum unites wine, 
courtly life and the impressive 
vaults from medieval times.
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SCHEWA KEHILOT 

First opened in 2022, this exhibition is devoted to the 
Esterházy princes in their role as protectors of the so-
called “Schewa Kehilot”, the seven Jewish communities 
located within the boundaries of what is now Burgenland. 
Carefully curated documents, plans, and exhibits provide 
important new historical insights, and illuminate previously 
under-researched aspects of daily life in these rural Jewish 
communities.
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Palace Boutique
With its charming and surprising 
architectural features, the Palace 
Boutique offers a wide range of 
culinary, literary, and regional 
products that make the perfect
gift for others – or even yourself! 
esterhazy.at/boutique

SCHLOSSQUARTIER 

EISENSTADT 

Restaurant Henrici
The former court stables are 
now the destination of choice 
for gourmets. Restaurant Henrici 
prepares regional and seasonal 
ingredients with Pannonian, 
Mediterranean, and Levantine flair. 
Enjoy fine dining, wines and other 
drinks in a stylish and historical 
ambience.
henrici.at

Selektion Vinothek Burgenland
Selektion Vinothek stocks over 
600 wines in the shop and offers 
many wines to taste by the glass 
in its wine bar. Its selection is 
indeed as diverse as Burgenland 
itself! Be sure to try the Pannonian 
specialities, antipasti and other 
savoury starters. 
selektion-burgenland.at
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pan.event Ticket Office 
Your first choice for tickets for
first-class events! Whether for the 
Opera in the Quarry, concerts, or 
other performances, the pan.event 
ticket office puts the world of music 
and culture at your fingertips.
panevent.at

Markthalle Kulinarium 
Burgenland
The shortest path from farm to 
fork: the indoor farmers’ market 
Markthalle Kulinarium offers fresh 
specialities from the fields, meadows, 
woods, and lakes of the region. Local 
farmers and other regional food 
producers offer meats and sausages, 
fish and cheeses, as well as breads, 
rolls, and pastries.
markthalle-burgenland.at

Taste and experience the best of Burgenland at
the Palace Stables: Selektion Vinothek winery,
Restaurant Henrici, and the Markthalle Kulinarium 
farmers’ market.

Hotel Galántha 
Since its opening in 2022, Hotel 
Galántha has charmed visitors with its 
enchanting vistas and unique urban 
flair. On the ground floor, Restaurant 
PAULGARTEN transforms authentic 
regional ingredients into international 
culinary delights, while the rooftop 
bar THE TOP offers unparalleled 
views across the city towards Lake 
Neusiedl. 
hotelgalantha.at
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Visible from miles around, Forchtenstein Castle 
sits atop a promontory in the Rosalia Mountains, 
silent witness to a tumultuous and embattled 
era. While its roots extend back to the 13th 
century, it has been closely associated with the 
Esterházy name since around 1620.

Opening hours

exhibitions

April–June &
September–October
Monday, Wednesday–
Sunday and public holidays
10 am–5 pm

July–August
Open daily
10 am–5 pm

January–March &
November–December
Monday, Wednesday–
Sunday and public holidays
10 am–4 pm
(with guided tour only)

Opening hours

ticket shop

April–June &
September–October
Monday, Wednesday–
Sunday and public holidays
9 am–5 pm

July–August
Open daily
9 am–5 pm

January–March &
November–December
Monday, Wednesday–
Sunday and public holidays
10 am – 4 pm
(with guided tour only)
Closed December 25 – January 1, 2024

FORCHTENSTEIN CASTLE
Stately bulwark, soaring Baroque castle, 
and princes’ “strongbox”
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Adults € 19.00

Concession € 15.00

Families € 39.00

Castle-Ticket
without guided tour 

Adults € 22.00

Concession € 18.00

Families € 45.00

Castle-Ticket
with guided tour

Tours: 
April–October  
German: 10 am, 12 noon, 2 pm, 4 pm 
Hungarian: 11 am, 3 pm
English: 1 pm

November–March (Castle Winter Tours) 
German: 11 am, 1 pm
as well as Saturday, Sunday and public holidays:
11 am, 1 pm, 3 pm

Prince Paul Esterházy I built the fortress into
a Baroque castle. Today, it is home to the
historical art collection, chamber of curiosities, 
armoury, and both permanent and temporary 
exhibitions, all of which invite visitors to take
a trip back in time.

FORCHTENSTEIN CASTLE
Stately bulwark, soaring Baroque castle, 
and princes’ “strongbox”
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EXPERIENCE
FORCHTENSTEIN CASTLE 

CASTLE-TICKET
Explore on your own
Forchtenstein Castle once
served as the safe for the 
Esterházy princes, protecting 
much of what was dear and 
precious to the family:
portraits of ancestors and 
famous personalities; priceless 
objects created by the masters; 
mementos and relics; natural 
 wonders; and a collection 
of weapons spanning four 
centuries. The Castle-Ticket is 
your key to open this world of 
passionate collectors, family 
traditions, but also bygone 
wars.
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CASTLE-TICKET 
WITH GUIDED TOUR 
Enjoy exclusive access
This journey through history 
reveals the realms which were 
essential to defence. In the
largest private armoury in
Europe, numerous theatres of 
war are documented with booty. 
Coronation flags underscore 
the family’s powerful position. 
Areas like the kitchen and bakery 
convey an impression of daily 
life in former times. At the end 
of the tour, take a look down the 
50 metre-deep well which once 
protected the fortress.
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FORCHTENSTEIN CASTLE 
EXHIBITIONS

ESTERHÁZY TREASURE CHAMBER
For centuries, the treasure chamber 
of the Esterházy princes was be-
lieved to be a marvellous and fabled 
place; even today, all those who 
enter it are overwhelmed. Once 
accessible only by way of a secret 
passage, the chamber’s doors open 
to reveal a wonder world of exquis-
ite rarities presented in heirloom 
display cases and cabinets. Dive 
into a world of unicorns, ivory, and 
precious gems.

Important note:
The number of daily visitors 
allowed in the Treasure 
Chamber is limited. Please 
be sure to book your visit in 
advance.

Tours:
German: 10.30 am, 2.30 pm
Hungarian: 11.30 am, 3.30 pm

!
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AMASSED OVER 300 YEARS
Contemporary history in ancient walls: shortly after the 
Hungarian Republic of Councils came to power in March 
1919, officials stormed Forchtenstein Castle in order to 
seize art-historical treasures which had been collected over 
the past 300 years. Around 280 objects were confiscated 
and have been locked away in Budapest ever since. 

Historical docu-
ments offer
insights on this 
era, during which 
today’s Burgen-
land still lay within 
Hungary, and new 
states were emer-
ging in Europe.
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While the Esterházy family has resided at 
Lackenbach Palace since the first half of the 
17th century, the painstaking renovations 
carried out in recent years have now made 
the entire complex more habitable. Enjoy the 
distinctive atmosphere of the rooms at the 
boutique hotel “Zum Oberjäger” which combine 
modern design with an historical ambience. 

LACKENBACH PALACE
Renaissance architecture
in modern attire 

Opening hours

museum & café 

January–March &
November–December
Saturday, Sunday and 
public holidays:
10 am–3 pm

April–June & 
September-October
Thursday–Sunday
and public holidays:
10 am–5 pm

July–August
Open daily
10 am–5 pm

Closed December 23, 2023 – 
January 6, 2024
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Adults € 10.00

Concession € 8.00

Families € 21.00

Museum

without guided tour

Adults € 12.00

Concession € 9.00

Families € 25.00

Museum

with guided tour

Tours: 

April–October  
German: 10.30 am, 1 pm
Hungarian: every Sunday at 2.30 pm

January–March & November-December
Saturday, Sunday and public holidays:
German: 10.30 am, 1 pm
Hungarian: Sunday 2.30 pm

The original structure of the palace gardens 
has been restored while at the same time 
adding natural contemporary elements 
which unify past and present. 

LACKENBACH PALACE
Renaissance architecture
in modern attire 
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LACKENBACH PALACE 
EXHIBITIONS 

ON NATURE’S TRAIL
Experience the richness of 
nature in the Pannonian region 
by treading “On Nature’s Trail”. 
Embedded in picturesque gar-
dens with centuries-old trees, 
the Lackenbach Palace’s inter-
active exhibition offers fascina-
ting and occasionally surprising 
glimpses of the diverse habitats 
found in Burgenland: woods and 
meadows as well as riverine and 
lake environments. 



THE COURTLY HUNT
Hunting was an integral part 
of courtly life. The expansive 
Esterházy estates offered 
ample opportunity for the 
princes and their courtly guests 
to partake in the hunt. Yet the 
woods so rich in game also 
attracted poachers. Thus this 
exhibition includes numerous 
hunting rifles and fowling guns 
owned by the Esterházy family, 
but also one used by poachers.

25
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LACKENBACH PALACE
EXHIBITIONS &
ACCOMMODATION  

400 YEARS OF THE BATTLE 
AT LACKENBACH
This seasonal exhibition 
commemorates the 1620 
Battle at Lackenbach. The 
weapons of war on display 
such as glass and iron hand 
grenades, hailstones, and 
projectiles for rifles tell the 
story of how war was waged in 
this era.
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“ZUM OBERJÄGER” BOUTIQUE HOTEL
Imagine falling to sleep in the calm tranquillity of nature, and 
waking to birdsong – this is what awaits you at the boutique 
hotel “Zum Oberjäger”. Set in the historical Lackenbach 
Palace complex, the hotel is an oasis of calm. Enjoy this 
unique place by slowing down and relaxing, or by using it
as a base to explore nature in central Burgenland.
oberjäger.at
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The sandy limestone of the St. Margarethen 
quarry is as old as the prehistoric inland sea that 
once covered Burgenland. Its “Leithakalk” was 
used among other things to build and restore
St. Stephen’s Cathedral and many of the buildings 
around the Ringstrasse in Vienna.

ST. MARGARETHEN 
QUARRY 
Enjoy culture in a spectacular 
natural backdrop 

FAMILY TOURS OF THE QUARRY

It’s hard to believe that millions of years ago, the quarry 
we can now cross on foot was once full of fish hiding 
among the coral, and sharks on the hunt. But the wealth 
of snail and shell fossils discovered here proves that it is 
so. The St. Margarethen quarry is one of the largest and 
oldest in Europe. Its precious sandy limestone has been 
mined since antiquity, and is still used today. Since 2001, 
the St. Margarethen quarry has been listed along with the 
Fertő/Neusiedler See region as a UNESCO World Cultural 
Heritage site. 

Experience millions of years of history come to life on 
a guided tour through the quarry, and glimpse new 
perspectives on the opera productions staged here. 
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Adults € 12.00

Concession € 9.00

Families € 25.00

Quarry with guided tour 

Tours: 

May–June & September–October 
Saturday–Sunday and public holidays
German: 10.00 am, 3.30 pm

July–August 
German: tours daily at 10.00 am

The rugged stone walls laid bare by
quarrying now form the stage for opulent 
opera performances, serve as exhibition space 
for famous artists, but are also the starting 
point for nature and geological tours.

ST. MARGARETHEN 
QUARRY 
Enjoy culture in a spectacular 
natural backdrop 
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St. Margarethen is among the oldest and 
largest quarries on the Continent, but today 
it is also one of the the most impressive open-
air stages in all of Europe. The high-calibre 
events taking place here include the summer 
cultural highlight in Burgenland, Opera in the 
Quarry, whose performances enchant around 
5,000 guests each night. This and the smaller 
Ruffini arena are also venues for national 
and international rock, pop, and cabaret 
performances.

OPERA IN THE 
ST. MARGARETHEN QUARRY 
CARMEN

CARMEN 2023
Opera by Georges Bizet
A classic of the opera world is returning to the St. Margarethen 
quarry in 2023, mixing the fiery temperament of Seville 
with the glamour of Hollywood. The impulsive factory 
worker Carmen encounters army officer José – and a story 
filled with passion and jealousy unfolds before coming to its 
inevitable and tragic end. World-class opera in 2023, with the 
resounding and beloved melodies of Carmen.
operimsteinbruch.at
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Ticket price by category 

Termine 

July   August 

Wed, 12 July (Premiere)   Thu, 3 August
Thu,  13 July Fri, 4 August
Fri,  14 July Sat, 5 August
Sat, 15 July Sun, 6 August
Thu,  20 July Thu,  10 August
Fri,  21 July Fri,  11 August
Sat,  22 July Sat,   12 August
Sun,  23 July Sun,  13 August
Thu,  27 July Thu,  17 August 
Fri,    28 July Fri,    18 August
Sat, 29 July Sat,  19 August
Sun, 30 July Sun,  20 August

Start: 8.30 pm Start: 8 pm
Doors open: 6.30 pm Doors open: 6 pm

OPERA IN THE 
ST. MARGARETHEN QUARRY 
CARMEN

* extra legroom 

K1 € 138,00

K2 € 110,00

K3 € 89,00

K4 € 67,00

K5 €  49,00

K6 €   168,00*

K7 € 152,00*

K8 € 82,00*
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Esterhazy and wine: a relationship which has 
endured for centuries. The newest chapter was 
written at the start of the 21st century with 
the Esterhazy Winery in Trausdorf, where 
visitors may first taste these artful wines before 
purchasing them in the shop.

ESTERHAZY WINERY 
Viticultural variety

Opening hours

Shop 

Monday – Friday
12 noon – 6 pm
Saturday 
10 am – 4 pm

WINERY
The winery offers its own event 
facilities which are augmented by 
the adjacent Kalandahaus – the ideal 
location for exclusive parties and 
other functions. 
esterhazywein.at
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SCHLOSS ESTERHÁZY
Esterhazyplatz 1
7000 Eisenstadt
T +43 (0) 2682/630 04 760
schloss-esterhazy@esterhazy.at

BURG FORCHTENSTEIN
Melinda-Esterházy-Platz 1
7212 Forchtenstein
T +43 (0) 2626/812 12
burg-forchtenstein@esterhazy.at

SCHLOSS LACKENBACH
Schloss 1
7322 Lackenbach
T +43 (0) 2619/200 12
schloss-lackenbach@esterhazy.at

STEINBRUCH ST. MARGARETHEN
Römersteinbruch 1
7062 St. Margarethen
T +43 (0) 2682/630 04 760
ausstellung@esterhazy.at

WEINGUT ESTERHÁZY
Trausdorf 1
7061 Trausdorf an der Wulka
T +43 (0) 2682/633 48
weingut@esterhazywein.at

BOUTIQUE HOTEL ZUM OBERJÄGER
Schloss 1
7322 Lackenbach
T +43 (0) 2619/86 26 26
reservierung@oberjaeger.at

HOTEL GALÁNTHA 
Esterhazyplatz 3
7000 Eisenstadt
T +43 (0) 2682/23 333
reservierung@hotelgalantha.at

CONTACTS
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COVID MEASURES
Please go to esterhazy.at for 
information about the current 
COVID-19 measures in place 
and how these may affect
opening times.
 
PRICES
Prices valid from 1 January to 
31 December 2022. All prices 
are per person and include 
taxes. We reserve the right to 
change prices without prior 
notice. Ticket valid for one
admission only (except for 
annual membership cards).

CHILDREN
Admission to exhibitions is free 
for children under 6. Family 
tickets apply to parents
(or grandparents) and three 
children up to 16 years of age. 
 
PETS
We regret that pets and other 
animals are not allowed on the 
Esterhazy premises. Thank you 
for your understanding. 

GENERAL TERMS &
CONDITIONS 
The General Terms and Condi- 
tions for all our locations may 
be found at esterhazy.at/agb.

IMPRINT
Owner, publisher, editor: Esterhazy Betriebe GmbH,
Esterhazyplatz 5, 7000 Eisenstadt, T + 43 (0)2682/630 04
Editors: Esterhazy Betriebe GmbH
Photographs: Roland Wimmer, Andreas Tischler, Klaus Vyhnalek, Renée del 
Missier, Andreas Hafenscher, Gregor Hofbauer, Paul Szimak, Thomas Schmid, Tina 
Zarits, Jerzy Bin, Lennard Lindner, Roland Schuller, Lisa Schulcz, Jolly Schwarz, 
Cornelia Gobauer, Michael Pinzolits; Esterhazy Privatstiftung, Schloss Eisenstadt – 
Photosammlung, Birgit Machtinger 
Graphic Design: Esterhazy Betriebe GmbH
Text: Brigitte Krizsanits
Translation: Kimberly Weinrich 
Printed by: Wograndl Druck GmbH
Place of publication: Eisenstadt  
Errors and omissions excepted.
© January 2022, first edition

GENERAL INFORMATION

Tickets for all events and concerts may be 
purchased at the pan.event ticket office
located across from Esterházy Palace
(Esterhazyplatz 4), online at esterhazy.at, 
or by phone on +43 (0) 2682/65 065.

Visit Esterhazy on: esterhazy.at
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Bratislava

Sopron

Mattersburg

Oberwart

Landsee

Parndorf

Neusiedl am See

Szombathely

VIENNA
EISENSTADT

DONNERSKIRCHEN

ST. MARGARETHEN

TRAUSDORF

FORCHTENSTEIN

LACKENBACH

GETTING HERE 
BY CAR

LO C AT I O N S I N B U RG E N L A N D



esterhazy.at

We look forward
to seeing you soon! 


